Catalog...

**Boji**
- SS4015 Regular Capacity System
- SS6015 Hi-Capacity System
- FH10 Prefilter w/Hose Fittings
- C232 Activated Carbon Filter Cartridge
- RVH36 36” RV Hose
- WT101 Water Meter Valve

**Final Rinse**
- SS100 Water Softening Cartridge

For more information visit www.bojifilters.com

Genova Products
Marine/RV Filter/Softeners

Simply connect it to the end of your hose after washing your car or recreational vehicle for a fast and clean rinse down...and go!

- Rechargeable with Table Salt
- Use for Final Rinse Only

Genova Products
Marine Products Division
7034 E. Court Street
Davison, MI 48423
1-800-521-7488
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www.bojifilters.com
The Boji Marine/RV Filter/Softener is constructed of the finest thermoplastic materials and should provide a lifetime of trouble free use. There are no more moving parts to wear out and the softener is resistant to all corrosive environments encountered in boating. The unit is designed to soften your dockside water supply, providing you with generous amounts of soft water for drinking, bathing and washing your boat.

The Boji Marine/RV Filter/Softener can be installed in-line for dockside pressure water supply or can be used to fill your vessel’s or RV’s inboard water storage tank. The result—water suds easier, is less corrosive to inboard plumbing and minimizes unsightly stains and water spots. The Marine Water Softener is also an indispensable aid in washing your boat or RV. Say good-bye to difficult to remove deposits on bright work and windows.

The Marine Filter/Softener works the same as a conventional water softener. However, there are no time clocks, solenoids or directional valves to malfunction. No external power source is required. The unit is simply installed between the water supply hose. When the water is turned on, water flows through the Boji, filtering and softening as it goes. That’s all there is to it!

- Minimizes Unsightly Stains & Water Spots
- Less Corrosive to Inboard Plumbing
- Water Suds Easier
- Soften Your Water Supply Affordably!

NOTE: If you must restrict your intake of sodium for medical reasons and will be using your Boji Marine/RV Filter Softener to condition all the water supplying your boat or RV, it is recommended that you use special salt for regenerating your unit. This special “sodium-free” salt is available at most retail outlets where water softener salt is sold and is easily recognized by its label indicating that its chemical name is “Potassium Chloride.” This special salt will function in the same manner as regular salt, the only difference being that the ion exchange resin contained in your Boji will be exchanging potassium instead of sodium ions for the hardness minerals it removes from your hard water supply source.